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Microsoft ASP.NET 3.5: Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest enhancements in ASP.NET code name Orcas. ASP.NET continues to be an important application platform that delivers a simplified, high-performance, and powerful Web development experience. Building on your familiarity with the Microsoft .NET Framework and Microsoft Visual C#®, you can...
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Writing and Querying MapReduce Views in CouchDBO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you are reading this book, then you likely have already installed CouchDB, explored the Futon web administration console, and created a few documents using the cURL command-line tool. You may even have created a CouchApp or other type of application that accesses documents stored in a CouchDB database. However, to use CouchDB for...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-444): Optimizing and Maintaining a Database Administration Solution Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2006
Key Book Benefits:
- Comprehensive study guide written by exam-certified authors - Deeper, more focused coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives-plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on the job - 425 practice questions on CD - Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and...
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SolidWorks Administration BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Welcome to the SolidWorks Administration Bible. This book has been written as a desk reference for anyone charged with installing, implementing, and maintaining SolidWorks and Workgroup PDM for yourself or for other users in your company.


	Whether you are a professional CAD Administrator, a full-time engineer or designer pressed...
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Beginning Programming with C++ For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	An ideal starting point to get a strong grasp of the fundamentals of C++


	C++ is an object-oriented programming language commonly adopted by would-be programmers. This book explores the basic development concepts and techniques of C++ and explains the "how" and "why" of C++ programming from the ground...
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Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with MicrosoftВ Excel: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A practical guide to building fully operational financial cash flow models for structured finance transactions
    Structured finance and securitization deals are becoming more commonplace on Wall Street. Up until now, however, market participants have had to create their own models to analyze these deals, and new entrants have...
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Data Source HandbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you're a developer looking to supplement your own data tools and services, this concise ebook covers the most useful sources of public data available today. You'll find useful information on APIs that offer broad coverage, tie their data to the outside world, and are either accessible online or feature downloadable bulk...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-622): Supporting and Troubleshooting Applications on a Windows Vista  Client for Enterprise Support TechniciansMicrosoft Press, 2007
Announcing an all-new MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on 70-622, the required exam for the new Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP): Windows Vista Client Enterprise Support Technician certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
This practical, hands-on tutorial expertly builds your skills with Microsoft Office Access 2003—one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you work at your own pace through easy-to-follow lessons and practice exercises to learn exactly the tools and techniques you need. Topics include: building a database; linking to data from other Microsoft...
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Portlets in Action: Covers Portlet 2.0, Spring 3.0, Portlet MVC, WSRP 2.0, Portlet Bridges, Ajax, Comet, Liferay, Gateln, Spring JDBC and HibernateManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Portlets in Action is a comprehensive, hands-on guide to building portlet-driven applications in Java. Covers Portlet 2.0, Spring 3.0 Portlet MVC, WSRP 2.0, Portlet Bridges, Ajax, Comet, Liferay, GateIn, Spring JDBC, and Hibernate. 

	About the Technology
	
		Portlets are...
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Implementing Models of Financial Derivatives, with CD-ROM: Object Oriented Applications with VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Implementing Models of Financial Derivatives is a comprehensivetreatment of advanced implementation techniques in VBA for modelsof financial derivatives. Aimed at readers who are already familiarwith the basics of VBA it emphasizes a fully object orientedapproach to valuation applications, chiefly in the context of MonteCarlo simulation but...
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Windows® 7 Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2009

In-depth and comprehensive, this RESOURCE KIT delivers the information you need to administer your Windows 7 system. You get authoritative technical guidance from those who know the technology best—Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals (MVPs) and the Windows 7 product team—along with essential scripts and resources. In...
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